STRAIGHT HOSE

®

The Original

Reusable Strain Relief

Reusable
Tighter Bend Radius

FLEXEEL® POLYURETHANE
REINFORCED STRAIGHT HOSE
FLEXEEL is extremely lightweight and tough,
and is ideal for either outdoor contractor use
or indoor industrial use. FLEXEEL also remains
flexible in extreme cold environments (down
to -40°F). FLEXEEL is now available with
strain relief that incorporates a built-in
reusable fitting. This reusable strain relief is
completely field-repairable and provides an
extremely tight bend radius, giving the user
a greater range of motion, extending the
life of the hose and virtually eliminating the
possibility of kinking at the connection.

FLEXEEL MAX® POLYURETHANE
REINFORCED STRAIGHT HOSE
FLEXEEL’s bigger brother. FLEXEEL
MAX comes in a HI-VIZ Eel Green™
color with a higher pressure rating
of 300 PSI, complete with a fieldMAX
repairable reusable fittings, a 1/4” Ball
Swivel Coupler and our new Air Safety Plug™, a connector which
prevents dangerous “hose whip”. The Eel Strap™ is already assembled
on the hose, making it easier to coil, store and carry after use.
®

GENERAL PURPOSE HOSE
Features an EPDM cover, backing and tubing
with a single braid polyester rayon cord for
additional strength. EPDM rubber hose is
designed for either air or water use.
LOCK-ON RUBBER HOSE
Lock-on hose and fittings eliminate the need
for ferrules or clamps, for quick, permanent
in-the-field installations and repairs.
Lock-On Fittings

THERMOPLASTIC HOSE
Tough PVC cover provides protection against
scrapes, cuts and abrasion and is resistant to oils.

STRAIGHT HOSE

HYBRID PVC AIR HOSE

YELLOW BELLY® HYBRID PVC AIR HOSE
YELLOW BELLY is constructed of a lightweight
yet durable hybrid PVC material, and offers an
excellent alternative to the traditional rubber air
hose. YELLOW BELLY lays flat, rolls out and stores
easily while offering excellent low temperature
flexibility and 300 psi working pressure. Strain
relief prevents hose from kinking at fitting.

YELLOW BELLY® HOSE REEL
Keep your Yellow Belly neatly stored and ready
to work with Yellow Belly Hose Reel.
YELLOW BELLY® BULK
Quickly assemble hoses
from bulk reels, or repair
hoses in the field.
YELLOW BELLY® WASH DOWN
Enjoy the same characteristics of Yellow Belly,
but in an industrial wash down.
GARDEN FLEXEEL SLENDER-PROFILE HOSE
Coilhose’s Garden Flexeel polyurethane hose is
incredibly lightweight and highly durable. The
hose has a slender profile for compact storage, and
remains flexible even in very low temperatures.
HEAVY DUTY NEOPRENE HOSE
Neoprene rubber offers high oil resistance.
Perfect for automotive shops.
180 Bend Radius GILAFLEX
with Strain Relief
High Pressure PVC that offers reusable
fittings with a true strain relief. With a
working pressure of 325 psi @ 70° F, this is
a great industrial hose in warmer climates.

